Abstract-This paper compares the performances of several algorithms that address the problem of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) for the case of very small, resource-limited robots. T h w robots have poor odometry and can typically only carry a single monocular camera. These algorithms do not make the typical SLAM assumption that metric distancehearing information to landmarks is available. Instead, the robot registers a distinctive sensor "signature", based on its current location, which is used to match robot positions. The performances of a physics-inspiral maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, the Iterated form of the Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF), and a batch-processed linearized ML estimator are compared under various odometric noise models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial reasoning algorithms used for solving the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem for mobile robots typically require the use of fairly good odometric estimates and/or accurate range sensors. Very small robots such as the Minnesota Scout [l] , shown in Figure 1 . have very restricted sensing and very poor odomeny. The Scout only has a single monocular camera whose video must be broadcast to a nearby workstation for processing. Robot control is achieved with a wireless proxy-processing scheme whereby the decision processes are run on the workstation. The lens provides 360' honmntal field of Yiew around the rohot, effecrively functioning as an omnicamera. The robot is 11 crn long and 4 cm in diamerer In previous work, we proposed a modification to the standard SLAM algorithm in which we relax the assumption that the robots can obtain metric distance and/or bearing information to landmarks. In this approach. we obtain purely qualitative measurements of landmarks where a location "signature" is used to match robot pose locations. In this method, landmarks correspond to sensor readings taken at various (x,y) positions along the path of the robot. This is a divergence from most SLAM approaches where landmarks represent specific objects of a known type in the environment such as edges, comers, and doors. We hereafter compare and contrast previously proposed solutions to this problem that involved a heuristic physics-inspired maximum likelihood (ML) method [Z] , as well as an Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) method [3].
In this paper, we propose a batch-processed linearized ML algorithm which addresses some of the shortcomings of the previously proposed physics-based and Extended Kalman filter models. Unlike the physics-based heuristic method, the proposed method explicitly reasons about the uncertainly in the sensor readings and determines the most likely path of the robot using all of the available sensor data at the end of a lengthy and circuitous path. Additionally, this method iterates over all of the robot's data at once rather than in an on-line fashion like the IEKF. This tends to produce robust estimates as it is capable of handling the nonlinearities in the system in an iterative and more robust fashion. Experimental results are described which show that this method produces more accurate position estimates than either of the two proposed methods for this problem. . In what follows,. we describe and implement a novel methodology that neither relies on any specific type of visual features, nor requires distance measurements. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2 . The basic idea behind our approach is to determine a unique visual signature for distinct locations along the robot's path, store this and the estimated pose of the robot at that time instant, and retrieve this information . once the robot revisits the same area. Determining whether the robot is at a certain location for a second time is the key element for providing positioning updates. By correlating any two scenes, we infer a relative (landmark to robot, not landmark to landmark) position measurement and use it to update both the curent and previous (at locations visited in the past).pose estimates for the robot. This in effect will produce an accurate map of distinct locations within the area that the robot has explored. 
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IV. THE BATCH MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR
In our previous work, a physics-inspired ML estimator was derived which used numerical simulation to find the most likely map given a highly non-linear system. However, this estimator made several significant assumptions about the problem. First, it was assumed that when the robot crossed its own path, the nodes would occupy the same physical location in space. Secondly, it was assumed that the linear and torsional motion estimates could be treated separately. While these assumptions might not reduce the quality of the estimates such that they are unusable, they will produce an estimate that is not as accurate as it could be. In order to incorporate this information, the estimator's cost function needs to be formulated in a different way.
A. Motion and Sensor Models
In 
In this sensor cost function, z, is a vector that describes the measured displacement between a position measured previously at time j (not limited to time i -1) and the current position at time i. Using the notion of the appearance-based finding the minimum solution is to linearize the system with a first-order h e a r approximation such as a Taylor series expansion. Thus, the sensor and motion measurement functions take the form:
where X is the m e (unknown) state vector and X is the robot's estimate of the state vector.
Expanding this equation for each of the cost functions and taking the first derivative to solve for its minimum, a recursive formulation of the estimator can be obtained. Applying the first-order Taylor expansion to the cost functions obtains an expression of the form: 
against the fist discovered position of that landmark.
n-1
Combining the motion and sensor cost functions (Equa-
tions 1 and 2). the complete cost function is:
The number of motion cost function terms is the number of sensor readings minus one /SI -1. The number of sensor cost function terms corresponds to the number of non-unique landmarks the robot has identified.
B. Iterative State Update
The non-linear nature of this problem, introduced by the need to handle the rotational component of the robot, means that finding the best solution can be analytically and computationally challenging. In our previous work, with a the spring and mass-based estimator, a numerical solution was determined for computing the minimum for finding the minimum value of the cost function. A more analytical method for j where the X on the right-hand side of the equation is the initial estimate of the system. The first value of this estimate can he obtained from the robot's raw odometry, if no other estimate is available. This is a recursive form where the result from the left-hand side of the equation is plugged back into the equation on the right-hand side. This first-order linear approximation of the measurement function is only valid for small errors in the estimate of X. As the equations are iterated, the state estimate should converge to a final solution.
The above defines the recursive form for the ML estimator. Now, the expressions for the individual sensor measurements (odometry propagation and virtual place sensor) must be defined.
C. Odomtry Pmpugation Measuremeirt
The measurement function for the distance estimates between subsequent nodes based on their odometry is defined as:
are the positions of the robot, and the corresponding recorded landmark locations, at time i and i -1, respectively, and
where X L , = [zi y2 $4 and X L : .~ = [zi-1 yi-I is the rotation matrix that relates the orientation of the frame of reference R on the robot with the global coordinate frame
G.
The first-order Taylor approximations of the odometry measurement function is defined as:
V. VISION-BASED FEATURES
In order to compute a signature for each location visited, a set of features must he identified and extracted from the image. However, in the most general case, the robot will be required to explore a completely unknown environment and as such, a specific feature detection algorithm chosen ahead of time could fail to find a distinctive set of features.
For this work, the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracking algorithm is used to compare images to determine the degree of match. The KLT algorithm consists of a registration algorithm that makes it possible to find the best match between two images [I71 as well as a feature selection rule which is optimum for the associated tracker under pure translation between subsequent images [MI. An implementation of the KLT algorithm' is used to identify and track features between successive images as a method for determining the match between two images. KLT features are selected from each of the images and are tracked from one image to the next taking into account a small amount of translation for each of the features.
and X is the error in the estimated state vector (X -X). the Jacobian and are not
D. Wrtuuol Place Sensor Measurerilerir
The second kind of sensor reading is the estimated distance between two nodes based on the virtual place sensor's reading that are on the same location. Orientations of these landmarks are not tracked as some sensor modalities may not have an orientation associated with its readings. This function is defined as: h 2 , (X) = (XP, -X P j ) (13) where X p , = [zi yi] and X,,, = [zj yjlT are the global 2D poses of the robot's position (orientation is not considered).
Likewise, the first-order Taylor approximations of the place sensor is defined as:
The degree of match is the number of features successfully tracked from one image to the next. A total of 100 features are selected from each image and used for comparison. To take into account the possibility that two panoramic images might correspond to the same location but differ only in the orientation of the robot, the test image is rotated until the best match is found. Figure 3 shows the 100 best features identified in an image and shows how many of those features are successfully tracked to the lower image. This technique does not attempt to compute structure from motion on this data primarily because the additional complexity of tracking features for SFM would not be transferable to classes of sensors that do not return the necessary kind of information.
While mapping, the mobile robot travels around an unknown area and stores images from its camera. The KLT algorithm and omnicamera setup is used as a "virtual sensor" that is used to compare images recorded at different locations along the trajectory of the robot. The output of this virtual sensor is a boolean value that determines whether or not the robot has returned to this location before. For the IEKF and batch ML algorithms compared in this paper, the accuracy of this 'Originally developed by Stan Birchfield at Stanford University 1191 measurement R = E{N,NT} is inferred by the locus of points (forming an ellipsoid) around a location, with the characteristic that the images recorded at each of them are considered identical by the KLT.
When the received image does not match a previously recorded one, it is assumed that this location is novel and is added to the state vector of landmarks. This constitutes an exploration phase where the robot creates its world model. When the robot encounters an image which matches one that was previously seen, it considers these features to be the same and corrects its estimate of the landmark position.
VI. OFFICE ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT
The robot was moved around an environment in a path that intersected itself five times and an image was taken from the camera roughly every 0.3m. The robot's path is shown in The estimated landmark positions observed during the run are shown as well. This figure does not assume that any sensor updates, i.e., location matchings, were made.
A. Comparison of Estimators with Varying Noise Models
A series of synthetic paths were generated from the above data set and used to test the performance of each of the estimators using different odometric noise models. The simulated odometric noise ranged from a standard deviation of 10 deg /sec to 120 deg /sec in encoder error (in 10 deg increments). A set of 100 robot paths were created for each noise variance setting. For each path, both of the robot's wheel encoders were corrupted by noise drawn from a distribution with the same variance. but rapidly diminished in accuracy as the odometric errors increased.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The features and advantages of the various estimators are summarized in Table I . The complexity of the different estimators is computed as follows. The complexity of the IEKF is derived from the requirement of updating the covariance mauix, a mamx of 41' entries, where Af is the number of landmarks. The complexity of the batch ML algorithm is derived from the need to inven the covariance matrix. Finally, the spring-based ML algorithm ignores the cross-correlation . , terms and thus requires the inversion of only a diagonal matrix. This is much less time consuming than converting a full 2 0 covariance matrix. As seen in the experimental section, the batch ML methods handles large amounts of system nonlinearity better than the recursive Kalman filter estimator. However, for relatively low levels of odometric error, the Kalman filter performed comparably to the batch estimators. The spring-based ML estimator did not perform as well because it did not reason explicitly about the errors in the distances between sensor readings of the same landmark (location). In terms of time complexity, the spring-based estimator was the simplest since it only had to iterate over the set of all readings. The primary advantage of the IEKF is that it is capable of handling all of the sensor readings as they are received.
Although the method described in this paper uses images from an omnidirectional camera, main contributions of this approach (usage of the identity information by the filter) can be extended to any type of exteroceptive sensor that can be used for identifying an area (e.g. other sensors which measure the electro-magnetic, chemical, or audio signature of a location could also be used).
